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By Ariel Roma

Moody Mountain Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 238 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x
0.5in.The anticipated sequel to Ariel Romas Fantasy Series LUCAS WARBUCK: The Prophets Call
DARKOTIKA: A hidden kingdom of schemes, tricks and lies -- and the power to destroy. A shocking
invitation to Darkotika launches Lucas and his friends on a wild ride with some mind-blowing
surprises. Lucas Warbuck has no trouble at all believing the impossible, and expecting it to happen.
So, when Lucas received a message from the King of Morning Star Kingdom, his life was changed
forever. Suddenly the entire Kingdom of Darkotika is thrown into beastly frenzy! When Lucass best
friend goes missing, he knows just where to look. He makes a daring decision. Hes going back--- to
Darkotika. Thats the small picture. Heres the bigger one. Darkotikas influence is taking over. The
Middlings are dumbing down, cruising down easy-street to the cliff at Dark-edge. Is there any hope
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. It is writter in basic words instead of di icult to understand. I realized this ebook from my i and dad
recommended this publication to understand.
-- Althea  Fa hey MD-- Althea  Fa hey MD

This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V
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